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BEGINNERS LAGOON
SESSION
Learn the basics within the calm, safe
and warm waters of our lagoon, with
the aid of our surf experts.

SURF ADVENTURES

PHOTOGRAPHY

FIRST EXPERIENCE

MEET THE SURF TEAM

BEGINNERS LAGOON
SESSION + PHOTOS

With waves all year round, powered by the South Western and North Eastern

Capture those unforgettable moments

Perhaps you have never tried surfing

Every afternoon from 5:00 p.m. - 5:30

Showcase the memories of your first

monsoons, Niyama is an awesome surfing location for beginners, intermediates

on film or video.

before but are curious to give it a go?

p.m. at the Surf Shack, our experienced,

surf experiences as our professional

No worries - we will show you the way!

friendly instructors are available to

surf photographer captures all the

explain our surfing options to

best moments!

and experts alike.
We offer equipment hire, professional coaches for all levels of ability, surf

you in detail.

guides who know where to find the best waves…it’s all available here at
Nature’s Playground!
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SURF COACHING

VODI

Let us help you improve your board

Our own private wave exclusive for

skills with the support of our certified
surf coaches.

SURF ON
THE
SEARCH

in-house guests. Surf for free any time
you want.
Please note that surfing at Vodi is
unsupervised and at your own risk.
Only for intermediate and advanced
surfers.

BEGINNERS

KASABU,
HOCUS POCUS

Improve your confidence and learn how
to surf the waves with our professional

Our neighbouring island waves can be

instructors taking you through every step

explored with Surf Passes and our

of the way.

on - demand boat transfer service.
A Surf Pass entitles you to a surf session
for as long or short as you wish
up to 3 hours, plus complimentary wax,
zinc/sunscreen and bottled water.

FURTHER AFIELD
For the more adventurous, head out
with a guide to the more remote
breaks like Mad, Swirl, Tio and Van
Damme - as challenging as their
names suggest!

BECOME A PRO. PRIVATE COACHING

SIGHTSEEING BOAT TRIP

EXPLORE BY SEAPLANE

Take some time with one of our highly experienced surf coaches who will help

Spectate from the boat while partners,

Discover secret spots and explore the

you to get the next level by analysing your performance and providing relevant

friends or family hit the waves.

Indian Ocean with your own private

feedback and tips.

seaplane - a truly lifetime experience!
Please book in advance. Subject to
availability
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DIVING
ADVENTURES

DISCOVER
SCUBA DIVING

At FLOAT, we are simply fanatical about scuba diving. We

Discover the real beauty of the Maldives with our beginners

are blessed with all the necessary elements to ensure you

Scuba course. No previous experience needed!

have a fantastic diving experience during your stay - stunning
marine life, warm water, wonderful weather, and some
awesome dive sites right on our doorstep:

This Professional Association of Divers (PADI) Course covers:
• An introduction to the basic principles of diving and

Maenbodhoo Corner :
Vanee Corner :
Kuda Thila :
Bodugamulli :

Eagle rays, white tip reef
sharks, turtles
Abundant marine life, amazing
coral formations, grey reef sharks
Turtles, nudi-brunches,
dog-tooth tuna, moray eels
White tip reef shark skulls,
eagle-rays, occasional

the equipment on land
• Training in the confined water of the pool, where
you will be kneeling in shallow water
• A dive on a nearby reef, to a maximum depth of 12 m,
accompanied by your instructor
All equipment, diving and boat fees are included in the
price for this course.

Manta rays and whale-sharks

Hammerhead Point :

The name says it all!

We also have top quality rental equipment, excellent
safety systems, large comfortable boats and an enthusiastic
and experienced multilingual dive team.
If you are already a certified diver, please let us know if
there is anything special we can do to make your diving
the ultimate experience.
If you would like to try diving, simply drop by our FLOAT
center and speak to our dive instructors, they will explain
just how easy it is!
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PROFESSIONAL PADI COURSES
We offer a complete range of courses including:
- Scuba Diver
- Open Water Diver
- Advanced Open Water Diver
- EFR Training
- Rescue Diver
- Divemaster
In addition, we have specialty courses such as Nitrox,
Night, Drift, DUP (digital underwater photography),
PPB (peak performance buoyancy) and more.

FOR CHILDREN
Kids of 8 and 9 can have a fun learning experience in
our Bubblemaker course. For the over -10’s we provide
Discover Scuba Diving, Junior Scuba Diver and Junior
Open Water Diver courses.

PRIVATE COURSES
At FLOAT, we offer private courses with your own instructor
tailored to a schedule that best suits you and your family.
Available on request.
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SNORKELING TRIPS

SNORKELING
ADVENTURES

Call by our FLOAT centre and we will outfit you
with complimentary snorkeling equipment for
the duration of your stay. For all snorkeling trips
a basic level of swimming ability is required.
In-water staff are provided on all snorkeling
excursions; however they are there for guiding

MASTERING THE BASICS

purposes only and not for swimming assistance.

Feeling a bit confused about the whole snorkeling thing?
Our instructors will show you the basic techniques of

CORAL GARDEN

snorkeling and correct
use of the equipment to help you get the most out of your
snorkeling excursions.

Explore the reefs with our team and discover
the unique beauty of the Maldives, with fish and
fauna in a million vibrant colors.

PRIVATE SNORKELING GUIDE

TURTLE QUEST

Make the most of your snorkeling trips with your own

Join us at Vella reef as we go on a quest to find

private guide.

one of the ocean’s most likable creatures - turtles.
After an entertaining briefing about their life

And capture your experiences with our GoPro Rental!

and habits, we hit the water to find them in their

(USB pen drive included).

natural habitat.

GO PRO RENTAL
SNORKEL AT NIGHT

Capturing those holiday memories whilst in
Nature’s play ground has never been easier when

Leap into the ocean and visit our Coral Garden just as

you take along a GoPro on your adventures. Our

the sun is setting, and watch the busy daytime fish

friendly team will give you a brief orientation on

head off to shelter for the night.

the camera and happily download the footage
to a USB drive for you to take away.

As the night creeps on and the nocturnal fish come
out to play, keep your eyes peeled for lionfish, lobster
and octopus, and create your own galaxy of glittering
bioluminescence.

Please note:

a minimum of four guests is
required for all our snorkeling trips.
Child Discounts:

Under 3 years - free of
charge 3 – 10 years - 50%
12
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BIO-ADVENTURES CORAL
ADOPTION PROGRAM
Share our vision of “giving back”
Learn more about NIYAMA ‘s coral regeneration project. Personalize
your own coral fragments and snorkel to the coral nursery with our
resident Ma- rine Biologist to name and cultivate your newly adopted
living habitat.
Make your mark by having your own photo in our nursery and receive a
certificate, with follow up images provided up to a year after adoption.
“In the end we will conserve only what we love; We will love only what we
understand; We will understand what we are taught” (Baba Dioum, 1968)

ULTIMATE BIO ADVENTURE
Combine the best experiences Float has to offer with our
exciting 3 hour package alongside our Marine biologist.
Listen to the informative and fun marine biology presentation
and apply your new knowledge while searching for
dolphins and turtles on your private speedboat trip.
Finally, plant your very own coral and personally help
restore the Maldives reef!

MARINE BIOLOGIST
AS YOUR PRIVATE GUIDE
Take our resident marine biologist with you for a dolphin
cruise, snorkeling excursion or go together for a dive.
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EXPERIENCES
DOLPHIN CRUISE
We are lucky to have a large pod of spinner dolphins living
right on our doorstep - the most acrobatic of all dolphin
species. Watch them play in their natural environment as they
provide a spontaneous and breathtaking show, from the
comfort of one of our dhonis - no need to get wet on this
excursion as we remain on the boat throughout.
We are proud to operate a totally natural interaction
with the dolphins and, to minimize our impact on their
natural behavior, we do not offer incentives such as
food. Therefore, while it is normal to see the dolphins
during the excursion, sightings cannot be guaranteed.

SUNSET CRUISE
Sit back, relax and enjoy the stunning views
of the Maldivian islands at sunset. Let our crew
carry you leisurely over the ocean as the
setting sun closes on another day in paradise.

SANDBANK TRIP
Hop on a speedboat or jetski and make your

GLASS BOTTOM BOAT

way to the beautiful nearby sandbank, perfect
for a romantic break with your loved one and
for some breathtaking photos.

Our glass bottom boat trip is an exciting journey over
the clear blue waters with an incredible view of the
ocean world below you. Get an unforgettable view of
how the ocean is bursting with life and color without
even getting wet!

We will provide a sun umbrella and towels for
your comfort and can arrange some light
snacks if you wish to have a picnic.
And if you lucky, enough you might spot some
dolphins on the way!

Child Discounts:

Under 3 years - free of charge
3 – 10 years - 50%
*Please note: a minimum of four guests is required.
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FISHING
The seas around Niyama Private Island Maldives
teem with a plethora of fish...join us on a magical
fishing trip!

MALDIVIAN SUNSET FISHING
Learn how to fish the traditional Maldivian way as
our crew help you rig your line. Catch a large enough
fish, and you can enjoy it for lunch or din- ner!

BIG GAME FISHING
Big Fish adventures aboard our spectacular luxury
big game fishing boats “Fishtail” or “Dinah”.

DISCOUNTS APPLIED FOR CHILDREN*
0 - 2 years

Free of charge

3 - 11 years

50%

12 years

Full price

Minimum of four full price participants are required
to run group adventures. Private options available.

Take on a half or full day Indian Ocean challenge and
catch a magnificent sailfish (tag and release only),
wahoo, yellow fin or dog tooth tuna, mahi- mahi or
giant trevally.
Private charter boat and includes max 4 people

PRIVATE SUNSET FISHING
Set off on our luxury dhoni and fish as the sun goes
down, in the company of just family and friends.
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SPEEDBOAT HIRE

DHONI BOAT HIRE

BOLT AND ZIP - 150 HP 6.2M SPEEDBOATS

DHONI DINAH - FISHING & EXCURSION

The fastest way to cruise around the area, ideal for parents

Ideal for group excursions, snorkeling and fishing.

with kids and for escaping with friends or loved ones

Max capacity: 15 guests (plus crew)

Max capacity: 4 people

PARASAILER FREEBIRD - 240 HP 9.5M
SPEEDBOAT
Larger than Bolt and Zip, Freebird can comfortably
accommodate up to 8 people.

DHONIS FATHOM & FISHTAIL LUXURY DIVING, FISHING & EXCURSION
Spacious, with a comfortable seating area at the back,
ideal for a languorous trip around the atoll.
Max capacity: 15 guests (plus crew)
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POWER SPORTS
WAKEBOARD / WATERSKI / MONOSKI

SEA BOB

Zip across the gentle waves of our lagoon behind

The new revolutionary Lamborghini of water rockets

one of our twin speedboats, Bolt and Zip - whether
you are an ace or total beginner, our Expertly run
private sessions and lessons are guaranteed to

that screams along at 20 km/h. Buckle up and hold
on tight!

improve your skills.

FUNTUBES

JETSKI TOUR
Take off on a speedy Seadoo with your private guide for

Hold on tight as we race you around the open seas!

a ripping blue water adventure in the ocean surrounding

Great splashing fun for all the family!

Nature’s Playground.
Following a briefing on how to enjoy this exciting experience
safely, you (and your partner) will be on one jetski your

KAYAKS & PADDLE BOARDS

guide on another, for a thrilling but safe adventure in the

Leisurely explore the shimmering expanse of the

If you prefer, you can have the guide drive the jetski and

Niyama Private Islands lagoon in your own time and

local area.

you remain as the passenger.

under your own power.
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Please note: Life jackets are provided for all FLOAT

Please note: Life jackets are provided for all FLOAT

activities and excursions.

activities and excursions.
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SAILING
There is nothing quite as beguiling as

PARASAILING

quietly and gracefully gliding across the
ocean waves. Beginners, intermediates,
experts alike are all welcome!

Enjoy stunning flights from our fully - equipped parasailing
boat Freebird. Ascend into the heavens and admire the

breathtaking views of the shimmering lagoon encircling
luxuriant golden islands.
You won’t even get wet as we launch you slowly up from
the comfort and safety of the boat, and land you gently

CATAMARAN TOP CAT

back done at the same spot.
Competency Check or Refresh,
Catamaran rental
Catamaran with Captain

SUNSET SAILING
FLYBOARD

Everyday 17:00-18:00
*Please note, max capacity 4 people.

New to Niyama - learn to hydroﬂy, on our brand new

Weather dependent

flyboards that can thrust you up to 15meters above the

waves, or drive you headlong into the ocean down to 2.5
meters - truly exhilarating fun!
* Flyboarding courses

COURSES

* Flyboard equipment rental
Learn to sail this powerful Cat safely
and ably
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Please note: Life jackets are provided for all FLOAT

Please note: Life jackets are provided

activities and excursions.

for all FLOAT activities and excursions.
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WINDSURFING
Catch the winds and carve your way through the
gentle waves of our lagoon on top quality equipment.
Windsurf equipment rental for experienced
windsurfers is complimentary to all our guests. A
check sail is mandatory with one of the Water
Sports Instructors.

WINDSURFING COURSES
Competency; refresher; private lesson

KITESURFING
The ultimate watersport that combines aspects of
wakeboarding, snowboarding, windsurfing, surfing,
paragliding, skateboarding and sailing into one,
glorious adrenalin rush!
* Kiteboarding courses
* Kite equipment rental

Please note: Life jackets are provided for all FLOAT
activities and excursions.
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Dhaalu Atoll, PO Box 2002, Republic of Maldives
T +960 676 2828

www.niyama.com

